One for the Girls @ the Belfry
Are you planning a party or team building exercise in Sligo?

Cocktail Master Class Est. 2006
***Warning***
You control the measures!
You drink everything you make!!
Entry Requirements...






Between 10 & 25 Girls all up for a laugh
Majority Mildly Alcoholic
Strong Cocktail Drinking tendencies
Some Hangover Proof
1 or 2 Willing to learn

Course Duration...



2 – 2.5 Hours (ish)
This course will give you an excellent head start on the evening ahead!!

Course Format...






Trained just like our own staff
Four workstations + Instructor Station (taking turns making and tasting)
Practical from the very beginning (you will be making your own drinks)
We stock hundreds of spirits, throughout the class we will show you how to improvise the drinks you
make to your taste, or to the ingredients you have at home
Our mixologists invite questions... there is not much they can’t answer!

Course Content...











You will be given or you will make, after demonstration, your first cocktail
Introduction to your workstation and equipment.
Discussion of the planned cocktail list
Throwing away the plan
Second Cocktail Demo and tasting (Cosmo, Mojito or whatever you happen prefer)
Second Cocktail practical (the brave ones step forward in front of everyone to begin creating)
Critique of the cocktails with improvement suggestions.
We stay making this one until everyone who would like one, has one
Third Cocktail Demo & Practical
Finishing up with a Layered Shot/Shooter Demo & Practical.

Some of the Cocktails from previous classes...
Mojito, Margharita, Cosmopolitan, Snowflake (Belfry Original), Martinis (Original, Chocolate, Orange, Mint
etc.), Cuna Libre, Tequila Sunrise, Black & White Russians, Long Island Iced Teas, Tom Collins, Sex on the Beach,
After 8, Mint Julips ...................... and on and on and on....
We are around a long time now, every class is different and each one of our mixologists can tailor courses to
suit the personalities of the groups involved. This makes a class at the Belfry a unique and fun experience.

